Helderberg Society For The Aged

December 2020

Health, hope and happiness for 2021
Dear HSFA Residents, families, community and staff.
The year 2020 has been one of the most challenging that our organisation has faced. The
COVID-19 pandemic has brought great hardship and suffering to many of our residents and staff.
However, the HSFA as a community; residents, families, friends and staff, have come together to
confront this grave threat. We have stood together, bound by empathy,
compassion and our common humanity.
The support, encouragement and solidarity extended to HSFA this year was
inspirational and heart-warming. We are carried and encouraged by the
many people who care and extend help to our residents, each other and
our staff.
Let us continue to draw on our deep reserves of kindness, empathy,
compassion and solidarity during the festive season ahead.
We wish all our residents, families, friends and staff a blessed festive
season.
Rika Rodd, CEO

Stay safe and take care

Rika Rodd, CEO, occasionally Santa

SNAP AND FUNDRAISE
MAKE THE HSFA YOUR BENEFICIARY
MYSCHOOL MY VILLAGE MY PLANET
OR SNAP AND DONATE TO THE HSFA
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WELCOME TO THE HSFA FAMILY
Rene van Zyl, Operations Manager

Rene joins us with a wealth of experience in various industries; healthcare,
pharmaceutical, primary healthcare, retail/FMCG, alternative health and the
media industry. Rene is a Business development specialist and has skills in commercial management business process and project management, stakeholder relationship management strategic marketing and branding, thought leadership projects,
trade marketing, supply chain management, category management, NBD, people
management, and is a Healthcare professional and a Registered Nurse.

Adri Snyman, Risk Manager
Adri completed her Nursing Training at Frere Nursing College in East London and
specialized in Occupational Health at the University of Stellenbosch. Adri worked in
various companies as an Occupational Health Practitioner before joining Life
Occupational Health in KZN where she work for 11 years as the Operations Manager
whereafter she worked at Fruitways as the Senior Occupational Health Practitioner.
Adri is currently an active member of SA Society of Occupational Health Nursing
Practitioners responsible for the CPD portfolio.

Charlotte Smith, Unit Manager - Silver Oaks
Charlotte has over 30 years of experience as a Professional nurse in the private sector
and enjoyed working in the hospital setting for most of her career. She specialised
in Cardiology for over 10 years and practiced as a senior professional nurse and
worked in Saudi Arabia for a few years. Working with the geriatric population
became her passion since she started to work at a retirement village 4 years ago
as the Unit Manager. She has extensive knowledge of Dementia and Alzheimers
disease, frail care, palliative care and strokes.

NEW HSFA TEAM MEMBERS - July - Dec 2020
Mrs RA Van Zyl		
Mrs A Snyman		
Miss N Ebrahim		
Miss S Somngcuka		
Mrs A Myburgh		
Mrs T Ngebe			
Mr WM Wells			
Mr DK Pritchard		
Mr KG Kloosmann		
Miss Ejr Esau			
Mrs LEK Kamies		
Mrs SL Cupido		
Miss NP Mgaguli		
Miss LK Jantjies		
Mrs AM Kiniwe		
Mrs F Fikkies			
Mrs N Nonkelela		
Mrs Venswa Plaatjies
Miss A Fortuin			

Operations Manager
Risk Manager
Activities Coordinator
Registered Nurse
Enrolled Nurse
Enrolled Nurse
Facilities Supervisor
Handyman
Handyman
Team Leader General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant
General Assistant

LONG SERVICE AWARDS 2020
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The HSFA celebrated our stars - our staff - at our Annual Long Service awards. Our
wonderful people have provided dedicated service to the HSFA and our residents
over many years. Congratulations goes to:
30 YEAR AWARD: Maria Harris,
20 YEAR AWARDS: Patricia Visser & Sharon Ridler
10 YEAR AWARDS: Honjiswa Magunjana, Carin Von Molendorff, Maria Isaacs,
Chantel Klein, Prudance Mathiso, Prechanta January, Ju-Ann Brink, Magda Williams.
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THE UNVEILING OF A NEW WING - KIEWIET

The HSFA team opened the much awaited, newly refurbished Respite / Palliative care and
fully furnished frail care wing with much celebration and pride. We were delighted to host
several key shareholders and partners at the openingincluding the Honorable Deputy
Minister Hendrietta Bogopane-Zulu of Social Development, Civil Legodu National Chief Director
Older Persons DSD, Paul Du Plessis Chairman. Our guests did a tour of the new HSFA Frailcare
Kiewiet Wing and were thereafter entertained by our staff who performed the Jerusalema.

“It is important to give the elderly ‘Gold’ in their golden years. The HSFA gives them Platinum.”
Deputy Minister, Department of Social Development Monday 16th Nov 2020.

Over the last few months major construction and painting
work was done at La Rochelle and Lancelot. Butler Court
also received a splash of paint. The work was done with
the goal of modernising the look of the units. Lancelot has
new brushed metal signage on the facade of its centre wall.
The interiors of the Support Centre’s Frailcare Kiewiet and
Loerie units now look like something out of an interior
decorating magazine. Well done Facilities team!
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B eathe Life

GETTING A BREATH OF FRESH AIR

In November we celebrated life after the hard lock
down due to Covid–19 with the “BREATHE LIFE
Resident’s Days”. The main objective was to uplift the
residents’ spirits with fun outdoor activities, flowers,
dancing, raffles and delicious GERATEC treats.
The residents participated in planting a sapling Spekboom (an oxygen emitting plant) to create reading nooks in the gardens. They were
entertained by our staff who showed off their dancing talents, having
learned the heart-warming viral online dance sensation the ‘Jerusalema’.
Some energetic residents enjoyed learning the dance moves and later
enjoyed a picnic box filled with delicious goodies and some of the lucky
ones won fabulous prizes given out in a raffle draw. Thank you to all
involved and to the sponsors.
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THE DRONE WAVE

Loving waves from under lockdown
Happy waves and smiling eyes were on every balcony and in every garden at
the HSFA’s Vonke Park as the drone passed by so that the HSFA residents
could wave to their children locally and abroad! The Covid-19 hard lockdown
has been essential for the safety of our residents, but also did not stop the
pouring out of love across long distances!

JERUSALEMA DANCING FOR THANKS & HOPE
The HSFA staff in support of all the workers on the front line of Covid, joined
in dancing the famous online dance hit sensation - the ‘Jerusalema’.
The units competed for the ‘best dance’ and Support Centre ‘Group A’
won vouchers and a hamper with their fabulous performance!
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RESIDENT’S COMPETITION - CRAFT A BANNER

In preparation for the “BREATHE LIFE Resident’s Days” the
residents also had a competition - to design, paint or craft
a banner. All the units competed and the winning banner
(as voted by our fans on Facebook) was Silver Oaks Lodge
with the runner’s up being Flamingo our Dementia unit,
where our Occupational Therapist and Activity Coordinator
used it as an exercise for cognitive stimulation.

VINTAGE CAR RUN THROUGH VONKE PARK
Helderberg vintage and classic car enthusiasts, cruised
through the retirement villages of the Helderberg region
(including to the HSFA in cars from the 50’s, 60’s and 70’s,
so the residents could have a trip down memory lane.
The Vonke & Swannack Gardens residents cheered from
their balconies and gardens! A very sweet gesture by
the ‘Senior Tour Classic Car Run’ team to add cheer to
the lives of the residents and bring back good times of
days gone by. Thanks to the organisers Lindsay Curran
and Tony Bruton. The winner of the best photo goes to
M Basson, from Vonke House, who wins some wine!

LOVE VS LOCKDOWN? LOVE WON
Silver Oaks had the honour of hosting
the wedding of the lovely resident
couple, 90-year old Phillip Clarke and
80-year old Joan Sao Joao. Their
romatic story even made the front
cover of the District Mail!
Congratulations! Here’s to a lovely
future, from all of us at the HSFA.

SPRING ACTION

Mountview Spring Tea

Robari Spring Tea

Support Centre Spring Tea Silver Oaks Drumming
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Thank you community
The gift of giving keeps residents of the
HSFA upbeat! Thank you Mrs Dally for
knitting for the Macassar elderly
community. Beanies, scarves and
socks were donated to beat the winter
chills.

The talented scholars of Beaumont Primary
School kindly made 1700 handcrafted
Christmas cards for our residents, most
which have kind words that melts one’s
heart. They also donated boxes of biscuits
to make this Christmas period extra special!
Thank you to the Beaumont Primary
School scholars and to their inspiring
headmaster, Mr Gordon Reddell, and to
the lovely Mrs Dez Struwig for arranging.
Tony Rebello, Financial Manager of the
HSFA received the donations outside the
HSFA Support Centre (Frail Care).

There was a wonderful sharing of
warmth in Nomzamo Strand, when the
Vonke knitting teams’ blankets, jerseys
and beanies made a big impact in
the lives of the orphans and scholars
of Ikhayalithemba in Nomzamo! The
children all wore their masks, but soon
wanted to show their appreciation
with broad smiles, dancing and singing!
Thank you to all the creative ladies at
Vonke for the beautifully knitted items
and to Bryony May from Together
Against Covid for arranging this special,
heart warming occasion!
A huge thank you to Dementia South Africa for providing the
HSFA dementia unit, ‘fidget quilts / touch blankets’ which
provide a soothing and stimulating activity for people living
with dementia or recovering from strokes. Our Occupational
Therapist and Activity Coordinator use these quilts in their
regular group sessions. Dementia SA also provided educational
books on Dementia - a valued resource for families of our
residents.

CARING THROUGH SHARING AWARD 2020
This group of ladies and gentleman
generously contribute a total of R1000
every month towards meal tickets for
the HSFA Independent Living residents
that reside in subsidised units, and
thus have received the HSFA ‘Caring
through Sharing’ Award for 2020!
Veronica Webb who coordinated
this kind effort from the group of
donors, said: “It is not always about
the money as some of our little group
help out when we have a soup lunch
or afternoon tea for Camelot or La
Rochelle residents”. Due to Covid-19
constraints, Veronica and her friends
were not able to receive the award
at the AGM, however, a lovely tea
and cake morning was organised at
the Vonke Coffee Shop to hand over
the award. Thank you again
Veronica and friends.
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Helderberg Society For The Aged

Prestige Club
DONATE AND WIN

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 4TH QUARTER WINNERS!
1st Prize of R2000 goes to PIETER VAN BLOMMESTEIN
2nd Prize of R1000 goes to FRANS FOURIE
3rd Prize of R500 goes to GLORIA WOODLAND
Become a member of the Prestige Club and help
sponsor those residents who have limited support
and you can also be in line to win!
NEXT DRAW - 3 Feb 2021
Email prestigeclub@hsfa.org.za for more information.

HOW TO DONATE - HELP US FUNDRAISE
SNAP TO DONATE

JOIN THE PRESTIGE CLUB

VOLUNTEER

LEAVE A BEQUEST

DONATE GOODS

EVERY SWIPE COUNTS

Snapscan or bank deposit

Share a skill, host a party,
read, sing or guide a walk...

To our Sunbird Project or
Charity Shop

Monthly Donation, Quarterly Draw

Leave a legacy and donate

Woolworth MySchool MyVillage
My Planet Programme

CHARITY SHOP

Our wonderful volunteers at the HSFA Charity shop have done a fabulous
job of turning an excellent profit this year. Please donate your unused
items piling up in your garage and help fundraise for the HSFA through
Charity Shop sales!
Note it is currently closed due to the lockdown, but will reopen when
the risk is no longer and it is possible again.

Helderberg Society For The Aged

021 852 5130
info@hsfa.org.za
www.hsfa.org.za
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